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Abstract
An important task at future colliders is the measurement of the triple Higgs coupling.
Depending on its size relative to the Standard Model (SM) value, certain collider options
result in a higher experimental accuracy. Within the framework of Two Higgs Doublet
Models (2HDM) type I and II we investigate the allowed ranges for all triple Higgs
couplings involving at least one light, SM-like Higgs boson. We take into account
theoretical constraints (unitarity, stability), experimental constraints from direct Higgs-
boson searches, measurements of the SM-like Higgs-boson properties, flavor observables
and electroweak precision data. We find that the SM-type triple Higgs coupling w.r.t.
its SM value, λhhh/λSM, can range between ∼ −0.5 and ∼ 1.5. Depending on which
value is realized, the HL-LHC can compete with, or is clearly inferior to the ILC. We
find the coupling λhhH between ∼ −1.5 and ∼ 1.5. Triple Higgs couplings involving
two heavy Higgs bosons, λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H− can reach values up to O(10),
roughly independent of the 2HDM type. This can lead to potentially strongly enhanced
production of two Higgs-bosons at the HL-LHC or high-energy e+e− colliders.
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1 Introduction
In 2012 the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have discovered a new particle that – within
theoretical and experimental uncertainties – is consistent with the existence of a Standard-
Model (SM) Higgs boson at a mass of ∼ 125 GeV [1–3]. No conclusive signs of physics beyond
the SM have been found so far at the LHC. However, the measurements of Higgs-boson
couplings, which are known experimentally to a precision of roughly ∼ 20%, leave room
for Beyond Standard-Model (BSM) interpretations. Many BSM models possess extended
Higgs-boson sectors. Consequently, one of the main tasks of the LHC Run III and beyond is
to determine whether the observed scalar boson forms part of the Higgs sector of an extended
model.
A key element in the investigation of the Higgs-boson sector is the measurement of
the trilinear Higgs coupling of the SM-like Higgs boson, λhhh (for recent reviews on Higgs
couplings measurements at future colliders see [4, 5]). In the case of a BSM Higgs-boson
sector, equally important is the measurement of BSM trilinear Higgs-boson couplings. Most
experimental studies assume the SM value of λhhh. However, in BSM models this coupling
may differ significantly from its SM value. The expected achievable precision at different
future colliders in the measurement of λhhh depends on the value realized in nature.
A natural extension of the Higgs-boson sector of the SM is the “Two Higgs Doublet Model”
(2HDM) (for reviews see, e.g., [6–8]). This model contains five physical Higgs bosons: the
light and the heavy CP-even h and H, the CP-odd A, and the pair of charged Higgs bosons,
H±. The mixing angle α (β) diagonalizes the CP-even (-odd) Higgs bosons and tan β is
given by the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values, tan β := v2/v1. We assume for this
work that the light CP-even Higgs-boson h is SM-like with a mass of mh ∼ 125 GeV. All
other Higgs bosons are assumed to be heavier. To avoid flavor changing neutral currents
at tree-level, a Z2 symmetry is imposed [9], possibly softly broken by the parameter m
2
12.
Depending on how this symmetry is extended to the fermion sector, four types of the 2HDM
can be realized: type I and II, lepton specific and flipped [7]. In the 2HDM also the stability
conditions for the Higgs potential change with respect to the SM [10] (for a review see [11]).
In this paper, focusing on the 2HDM type I and II, we investigate the allowed ranges
for all triple Higgs couplings involving at least one light, SM-like Higgs boson. Specifically:
λhhh, λhhH , λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H− . The allowed ranges are obtained taking into account:
theoretical constraints from unitarity and stability (we use [11–13]), experimental constraints
from direct Higgs-boson searches (we use HiggsBounds [14–17], with data from [18–26]), the
experimental production and decay rates of the SM-like Higgs boson (we use HiggsSignals [27,
28], where the experimental data is listed in [29]), flavor observables (we use SuperIso [30,31],
complemented with [32–34] and data from [35–45]) and electroweak precision observables
(EWPO) (we use S, T and U [46, 47], complemented with [48, 49] and bounds from [45]).
Besides the allowed ranges, in this work we also present a detailed study of the dependence
of the triple Higgs couplings on the free parameters of the model (to explore the 2HDM
parameter space we use 2HDMC [50]). The main interest in the allowed ranges for the triple
Higgs couplings is that they may affect the rates of multiple Higgs boson production at
current and future colliders. In particular, the production of Higgs boson pairs like hh, hH,
HH, hA, hH±, AA and H+H− could be significantly affected by the presence of sizable
triple Higgs couplings within the 2HDM, yet allowed by the present constraints.
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One of the key points of our study when exploring the parameter space of the 2HDM type I
and II under the given constraints is the following: the primary focus of our explorations was
to find allowed parameters that lead to either large non-SM triple Higgs boson couplings, or
to large deviations from unity in the ratio of the light triple Higgs-boson coupling w.r.t. its
SM value, λhhh/λSM. In particular, we have explored scenarios with relatively heavy masses
mH , mA and mH± near 1 TeV, but not enforcing the so-called alignment limit, cos(β−α)→ 0
(see, e.g., [51]). Furthermore, we have investigated the dependences of the allowed triple
Higgs couplings on the soft Z2-breaking parameter m
2
12. As we will see, m
2
12 plays a very
important role in our search of sizable triple Higgs couplings. Finding a way to obtain large
values for m212, still being allowed by experimental data and by the theoretical constraints,
turned out to be crucial in the course of this work. This also constitutes one of the main
differences between our present study and previous studies on constraints in the 2HDM, from
LHC physics [52–54], EWPO [48,55,56], flavor physics [57] and global fits [51,58–60]. The
relevance of m212 in the context of large triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type II was
also studied in [61,62] (with the then available data). Furthermore, in this paper, we also
explore special choices for m212 in relation with other 2HDM parameters, like mH , tan β and
cos(β − α). In particular, we explore the implications of the setting m212 = m2H cos2 α/ tan β
(as considered previously, e.g., in [63]).
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss details of the 2HDM and fix our
notation. The experimental expectations for the measurement of λhhh are briefly reviewed
in Sect. 3. We discuss in Sect. 4 the theoretical and experimental constraints applied to
our sampling of the 2HDMs. The numerical results are presented in Sect. 5. Here we show
the maximum deviations of λhhh from the SM that are still allowed taking into account
all constraints. We also present the values that can be reached for the other triple Higgs
couplings involving at least one h. Our conclusions are given in Sect. 6.
2 The Two Higgs Doublet Model
We assume the CP conserving 2HDM. The scalar potential of this model can be written
as [8]:
V = m211(Φ
†
1Φ1) +m
2
22(Φ
†
2Φ2)−m212(Φ†1Φ2 + Φ†2Φ1) +
λ1
2
(Φ†1Φ1)
2 +
λ2
2
(Φ†2Φ2)
2
+λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1) +
λ5
2
[(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + (Φ†2Φ1)
2] , (1)
where Φ1 and Φ2 denote the two SU(2)L doublets. To avoid the occurrence of tree-level flavor
changing neutral currents (FCNC), a Z2 symmetry is imposed on the scalar potential of the
model under which the scalar fields transform as:
Φ1 → Φ1 , Φ2 → −Φ2 . (2)
This Z2, however, is softly broken by the m
2
12 term in the Lagrangian. The extension of the
Z2 symmetry to the Yukawa sector forbids tree-level FCNCs. This results in four variants of
2HDM, depending on the Z2 parities of the fermions. Tab. 1 lists the couplings for each type
of fermion allowed by the Z2 parity in four different types of 2HDM.
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u-type d-type leptons
type I Φ2 Φ2 Φ2
type II Φ2 Φ1 Φ1
type III (lepton-specific) Φ2 Φ2 Φ1
type IV (flipped) Φ2 Φ1 Φ2
Table 1: Allowed fermion couplings in the four types of 2HDM.
Taking the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) minima to be neutral and CP-
conserving, the scalar fields after EWSB can be parameterized as:1
Φ1 =
(
φ+1
1√
2
(v1 + ρ1 + iη1)
)
, Φ2 =
(
φ+2
1√
2
(v2 + ρ2 + iη2)
)
, (3)
where v1, v2 are the real vevs acquired by the fields Φ1,Φ2, respectively, with tan β := v2/v1
and they satisfy the relation v =
√
(v21 + v
2
2) where v ' 246 GeV is the SM vev. The eight
degrees of freedom above, φ±1,2, ρ1,2 and η1,2, give rise to three Goldstone bosons, G
± and G0,
and five massive physical scalar fields: two CP-even scalar fields, h and H, one CP-odd one,
A, and one charged pair, H±. These are defined by:
φ±1 = cos β G
± − sin β H±,
φ±2 = sin β G
± + cos β H±,
η1 = cos β G
0 − sin β A,
η2 = sin β G
0 + cos β A,
ρ1 = cosαH − sinαh,
ρ2 = sinαH + cosαh,
where the mixing angle diagonalizing the CP-even sector is denoted as α.
From Eq. (1), one can see that there are altogether 8 independent parameters in the
model,
m211 , m
2
22 , m
2
12 , λi, i=1,5 . (4)
However, one can use the two minimization conditions of the potential at the vacuum to
substitute the bilinears m211 and m
2
22 for v and tan β:
m211 = m
2
12 tan β − v
2
2
[
λ1 cos
2 β + (λ3 + λ4 + λ5) sin
2 β
]
, (5)
m222 = m
2
12 cot β − v
2
2
[
λ2 sin
2 β + (λ3 + λ4 + λ5) cos
2 β
]
. (6)
Furthermore, the couplings λi in Eq. (1) can be replaced by the physical scalar masses
and mixing angles:
v2λ1 =
1
cos2 β
(
m2h sin
2 α +m2H cos
2 α− m¯2 sin2 β) , (7)
1We follow here the notation for the field components and field rotations as in [34]
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v2λ2 =
1
sin2 β
(
m2h cos
2 α +m2H sin
2 α− m¯2 cos2 β) , (8)
v2λ3 =
sin 2α
sin 2β
(
m2H −m2h
)
+ 2m2H± − m¯2, (9)
v2λ4 = m
2
A − 2m2H± + m¯2, (10)
v2λ5 = m¯
2 −m2A, (11)
where mh ≤ mH denote the masses of the CP-even Higgs-bosons, mA, mH± denote the masses
of the physical CP-odd and charged Higgs bosons respectively and, for later convenience, we
have defined a new mass squared parameter m¯2, derived from m212, given by:
m¯2 =
m212
sin β cos β
. (12)
We will study the 2HDM in the physical basis, where the free parameters of the model, which
we use as input, are chosen as:
cβ−α , tan β , v , mh , mH , mA , mH± , m212 . (13)
From now on we use sometimes the short-hand notation sx = sin(x), cx = cos(x). In our
analysis we will identify the lightest CP-even Higgs boson, h, with the one observed at
∼ 125 GeV.
The couplings of the Higgs bosons to SM particles are modified w.r.t. the SM Higgs-
coupling predictions due to the mixing in the Higgs sector. It is convenient to express the
couplings of the neutral scalar mass eigenstates hi normalized to the corresponding SM
couplings. We therefore introduce the coupling coefficients chiV V such that the couplings to
the massive vector bosons are given by:
(ghiWW )µν = igµν (chiV V ) gmW and (ghiZZ)µν = igµν (chiV V )
gmZ
cw
, (14)
where g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling, cw the cosine of weak mixing angle, cw = mW/mZ , sw =√
1− c2w, and mW and mZ the masses of the W boson and the Z boson, respectively. For the
CP-even boson couplings we have that chV V = sβ−α and cHV V = cβ−α whereas the CP-odd is
cAV V = 0.
In the Yukawa sector, the discrete Z2 symmetry leads to the following Lagrangian:
LYuk = −
∑
f=u,d,l
mf
v
[
ξfh f¯fh+ ξ
f
H f¯fH + iξ
f
Af¯γ5fA
]
−
[√
2
v
u¯
(
muVCKMξ
u
APL + VCKMmdξ
d
APR
)
dH+ +
√
2ml
v
ξlAν¯PRlH
+ + h.c.
]
, (15)
where the coefficients ξfhi are defined in Tab. 2 for type I and II. The parameters ξ
f
h,H can be
interpreted as the ratio of the Higgs coupling with the fermions w.r.t. the SM coupling.
The potential of the 2HDM produces new interactions in the scalar sector. In this paper
we will study in detail the couplings of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson with the other BSM
4
type I type II
ξuh sβ−α + cβ−α cot β sβ−α + cβ−α cot β
ξd,lh sβ−α + cβ−α cot β sβ−α − cβ−α tan β
ξuH cβ−α − sβ−α tan β cβ−α − sβ−α tan β
ξd,lH cβ−α − sβ−α tan β cβ−α + sβ−α tan β
ξuA − cot β − cot β
ξd,lA cot β − tan β
Table 2: Yukawa couplings relative to the SM for h (upper part), H (middle part) and A (lower
part) in the 2HDM type I (II) in the middle (right) column.
bosons, concretely λhhh, λhhH , λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H− . We define these λhhihj couplings
such that the Feynman rules are given by:
h
hi
hj
<latexit sha1 _base64="azgofPPx/bzf8av01 GVpiMALVUo=">AAADOXicbVLL jtMwFHXCa1JeHViyseggdRCtm rIACVUaiQ3LQaIzI6VRdePcNKa JHdnOQIn6F3wNLOEnWLJDbOED cNIytB3u6t5zTo6vTxwVGddmMP jmuFeuXrt+Y89r3bx1+87d9v6 9Ey1LxXDMZCbVWQQaMy5wbLjJ8 KxQCHmU4Wk0f1nzp+eoNJfijV kUGOYwEzzhDIyFpvtObxLhjIv K8PmHgjNTKlwGfx1HXTgMW95ak uBC5CCWLc+bWE+D76nlaXWQHi xfbICB4rPUjGRCIaTd6HCLg0ie I71QRFbBGo8p33GJMJPvtpXxS vl2pfQ8u1rMYaYgf1xZoN6m16N BDDrFuDl7e2aHT2rZLhw3cO05 QRH/u2czbQbTmrY7g/6gKXq58 ddNh6zreNr+PYklK3MUhmWgdeA PChNWoAxnmTWclBoLYHOYYWBb ATnqsGr+65I+SqSiJkXazJvaCn KtF3lkNTmYVO9yNfg/LihN8jy suChKg4JZieWSMqNG0vp50JgrZ CZb2AaY4nZLylJQwIx9RFtOTO YFmJHft7cOm5R6F8HZmPzdUC4 3J8O+/7Q/fD3sHHXXge2RB+Qh6 RKfPCNH5BU5JmPCnI/OJ+eL89 X97H53f7g/V1LXWX9zn2yV++sP Ei/5+A==</latexit>
= −i v n! λhhihj (16)
where n is the number of identical particles in the vertex. The explicit expressions for the
couplings λhhihj are shown in Appendix A. We adopt this notation so the light Higgs trilinear
has the same definition as in the SM, i.e. −6ivλSM with λSM = m2h/2v2 ' 0.13.
It should be noted that all the couplings of the CP-even Higgs bosons strongly depend on
cβ−α. In particular, if cβ−α = 0 one can recover all the interactions of the SM Higgs boson
for the h state, what is known as the alignment limit. This limit is very interesting because,
as we will discuss in Sect. 4.3, the Higgs measurements in colliders seem to overall agree with
the SM values. However, in the alignment limit in general one can still have BSM physics
related to the Higgs sector, like hH+H− or ZHA interactions for example. On the other
hand, the parameter m212 may have a relevant impact on the triple Higgs boson couplings. In
the alignment limit, it does not affect the couplings λhhh and λhhH , but there are potentially
relevant effects on the other couplings, λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H− . Outside the alignment limit
(i.e. for |sβ−α| <∼ 1) the effect of m212 can also enter in a relevant way into λhhh and λhhH .
3 Experimental expectations for λhhh
A determination of λhhh (at different degrees of precision) will be able at future collider
experiments. Various production cross sections show different dependences on λhhh, making
those channels complementary to each other. Most evaluations of the anticipated experimental
precision in λhhh focus on the SM value. However, as we will analyze below, substantially
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Figure 1: Production cross sections for a pair of SM Higgs bosons as a function of λhhh/λSM at
the LHC [64].
different values of λhhh are possible in the 2HDM (and other BSM models). The potential for
the measurement of λhhh at a future collider experiment thus strongly depends on the value
of κλ := λhhh/λSM that is realized in nature.
In Fig. 1 we show the the various double Higgs production cross sections in the SM in
pp collisions with
√
s = 14 TeV at (next-to) leading order ((N)LO) QCD, see Ref. [64] for
details. The largest cross section is given by gg → hh,2 which will be most relevant for the
measurement of λhhh at the HL-LHC. One can see that the production cross section has
a minimum around κλ ∼ 2. Consequently, if such a value was realized, it is expected (see
below) that the future experimental precision would be worse than for, e.g., κλ = 1, where a
determination at the level of ∼ 50% is anticipated [65]. Largest production cross sections,
on the other hand, are for negative κλ. Consequently, a BSM model with very small or
even negative values of κλ is expected to result in a better determination of λhhh. A similar
behavior is observed for the second largest production channel, the WBF channel pp→ hhjj
(where j denotes a jet), with a minimum around κλ ∼ 1.5. Different dependences are observed
for the other, less relevant channels.
Similarly, in Fig. 2 we show the dependence on δκλ := κλ − 1 for the Higgs-strahlung
process, e+e− → Zhh (left) and the weak-boson fusion (WBF) channel, e+e− → νν¯hh
(right) for various center-of-mass energies,
√
s, at the ILC and CLIC [66]. Also indicated as
horizontal colored bands are the anticipated experimental accuracies at the ILC500 (left)
and ILC 1TeV, CLIC 1.4TeV and CLIC 3TeV (right). As for the HL-LHC, also at e+e−
colliders the different production channels exhibit a different dependence on λhhh. For the
Higgs-strahlung process smaller (larger) cross sections are obtained for smaller (larger) κλ.
Higher values of
√
s yield a weaker dependence on λhhh, as well as a smaller absolute cross
2 We denote here the Higgs boson at ∼ 125 GeV with h. In Fig. 1, taken from Ref. [64], it is denoted
as H.
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Figure 2: Higgs-strahlung (left) and WBF production (right) of a pair of SM Higgs bosons as a
function of λhhh at the ILC and CLIC [66]. It should be noted that the experimental precision on
the total cross section indicated by the horizontal bands is valid only for the SM case.
section (as typical for s-channel processes). Consequently, a determination of λhhh based
(only) on the Higgs-strahlung channel is expected to be best at lower
√
s (e.g. at the ILC500)
and for larger values of κλ. The WBF channel exhibits a minimum at δκλ ∼ 0.5. As for the
Higgs-strahlung channel the dependence becomes weaker for larger values of
√
s, whereas
the absolute values of the cross section increase with
√
s (as typical for t-channel processes).
Consequently, a case-by-case study is necessary to take into account the different, opposing
effects.
The results of such a case-by-case study are shown in Fig. 3 [67]. Depicted are the
relative (left) and absolute (right) accuracies of a determination of λhhh (“λmeas/λtrue”) as a
function of κλ (“λtrue/λSM”) in the range of -0.5 . . . 2. Compared are the anticipated HL-LHC
precision (based on a scaling of the results for κλ = 1, the ILC500 precision (i.e. using only
the Higgs-strahlung channel) and the ILC500+ 1 TeV accuracy (i.e. also using the WBF
channel results). Here it should be kept in mind that the HL-LHC analysis assumes that the
other Higgs-boson couplings take their SM value, whereas for the ILC analysis it has been
shown that the inclusion of the variation of the other Higgs-boson couplings does not lead to
a degradation of the anticipated precision. It is worth mentioning that in all these analyses,
other possible channels that might contribute to double Higgs production in extensions of
the SM, like for instance the 2HDM, are not considered.
The achievable precisions follow the cross section dependences discussed above. At the
HL-LHC the most (im)precise determination is expected for smaller (larger) values of κλ.
A ∼ 35(70)% relative precision is anticipated for κλ = −0.5(2.0), as can be seen in the left
plot of Fig. 3. Using only ILC500 results better (worse) experimental determinations are
expected for larger (smaller) values of κλ, ranging from ∼ 65% at κλ = −0.5 to ∼ 15%
at κλ = 2.0. The large relative uncertainties close to κλ = 0 are caused exactly by the
smallness of the triple Higgs coupling. As can be seen in the right plot of Fig. 3, the absolute
determination of κλ continuously improves with smaller κλ. The combination with the WBF
measurements at
√
s = 1 TeV yields a substantially better determination for all values of κλ,
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Figure 3: Anticipated precision in the experimental determination of λhhh as a function of
λhhh/λ
SM
hhh [67], relative (left) and absolute (right).
but no monotonous behavior is found, owing to the different opposing effects, as discussed
above. Future precisions between ∼ 5% and ∼ 30% are expected, depending on the value
of κλ realized in nature. Again the largest relative uncertainties of up to 30% are found
close to κλ = 0, whereas the absolute determination exhibits a nearly constant very precise
determination of κλ in the interval [−0.5, 1.0].
These results clearly show that the physics potential of a future collider experiment
strongly depends on the actual value of λhhh realized in a BSM model. This motivates the
analysis presented in the following sections showing which values of λhhh (and other triple
Higgs couplings) can be realized in 2HDMs, taking into account all existing experimental
and theoretical constraints.
4 Experimental and theoretical constraints
In this section we will describe the various theoretical and experimental constraints considered
in our scans.
4.1 Constraints from electroweak precision data
Constraints from the electroweak precision observables (EWPO) can, in a simple approxima-
tion, be expressed in terms of the oblique parameters S, T and U [46,47]. This approximation
holds if the BSM effects enter mainly via corrections to gauge boson self-energies, as it is the
case for extended Higgs sectors. Under these assumptions, the corrections are independent of
the Yukawa sector of the 2HDM, and therefore the same for all types.
In 2HDMs there is a strong correlation between T and U , and it is known that T is by
far more constraining than U [49]. Hence, U can safely be dropped in the present analysis.
Specifically, our criterion to accept a point in the 2HDM parameter space, as being in
agreement with the EWPO data, is as follows. For a given choice of input parameters in
Eq. (13) to be allowed by the experimental observation, we require that the prediction of
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the S and the T parameter are in agreement with their experimental values S = 0.02± 0.10
and T = 0.07 ± 0.12 [45]. In this section we will study and compare the requirement of
agreement at the 1σ and 2σ level. In our posterior numerical analysis in Sect. 5 we will
require agreement at 2σ.
In the 2HDM, as mentioned above, the most constraining oblique parameter is T , thus,
we will focus in the following of this section on the constraints from the T parameter. In
the forthcoming analysis in Sect. 5 we have checked that once the allowed regions by T are
set, these are also allowed by S and U , i.e. effectively it is sufficient to require agreement
of T with its experimental value. One peculiarity of the T parameter in the 2HDM is that
it depends on the relative mass squared differences of the scalar Higgs bosons. This can be
seen in the explicit expression for the T parameter in the CP conserving 2HDM that is given
by [48]:
T =
g2
64pi2m2W
{
F
(
m2A,m
2
H±
)
+ s2β−α
[
F
(
m2H ,m
2
H±
)− F (m2H ,m2A)]
+ c2β−α
[
F
(
m2H± ,m
2
h
)− F (m2A,m2h)]+ 3s2β−α [F (m2H ,m2Z)− F (m2H ,m2W )]
+ 3c2β−α
[
F
(
m2h,m
2
Z
)− F (m2h,m2W )]− 3 [F (m2hSM ,m2Z)− F (m2hSM ,m2W )]} ,
(17)
where F (x, y) = x+y
2
− xy
x+y
log x
y
, and it satisfies that F (x, x) = 0. Therefore, the contributions
to T become small when either the mass of H or A is sufficiently close to the mass of the
charged Higgs boson H± [55, 56]. This motivates us to define three different simplified
scenarios to explore the parameter space that is allowed by the EWPO in the 2HDM:
scenario A, where mA = mH± ; scenario B, where mH = mH± and scenario C where the
masses of all the BSM Higgs bosons are equal, mH = mA = mH± . One can see from Eq. (17)
that in scenario A the main contributions to the T parameter vanish for any value of cβ−α,
whereas in scenario B a contribution proportional to c2β−αF
(
m2A,m
2
H±
)
still survives, that
will remain small close to the alignment limit.
Our study of the impact of these scenarios in the prediction for the T parameter for
different values of cβ−α and mH± is summarized in Fig. 4. The 2HDM parameter space is
explored with the 2HDMC code [50]. For a given set of input parameters and a given Yukawa
type of the 2HDM, the code computes as output the mass spectrum, decay widths and
branching ratios of all the Higgs bosons. It furthermore calculates the S, T and U parameters
and contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, (g − 2)µ. In Fig. 4 it
can be seen that for scenario A any mass splitting between mH and mA = mH± is allowed
inside the 2σ region even far from the alignment limit. However, this is not the case for
scenario B, where it can be seen that the prediction for T is only inside the 2σ region close to
the alignment limit. If one goes to higher values of cβ−α (plots on the right) there are some
values of mA that are disallowed, for example when mH± = 650 GeV and cβ−α = 0.25 the
allowed region is mA −mH± < 350 GeV (upper right plot). This effect becomes stronger for
larger values of mH± . For instance, for mH± = 1000 GeV and cβ−α = 0.25 (lower left plot)
the allowed region shrinks to −380 GeV < mA −mH± < 200 GeV. In general, scenario A
and C (as a subset of scenario A) is broadly allowed by T for any value of cβ−α and mass
splitting among the Higgs bosons, whereas scenario B can lead to a large deviation if cβ−α
and mH± increases (which is taken into account in Sect. 5 as discussed above).
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Figure 4: T parameter for mH± = 650 GeV (top) and mH± = 1000 GeV (bottom) in the
alignment limit, cβ−α = 0, (left) and for cβ−α = 0.25 (right). In scenario A mH± = mA (red lines),
in scenario B mH± = mH (blue lines), and in scenario C mH± = mH = mA (yellow points).
4.2 Theoretical constraints
Like all models with extended scalar sectors, the 2HDM also faces important constraints
coming from tree-level perturbartive unitarity and stability of the vacuum. We briefly describe
these constraints below (for a discussion of higher-order effects and other considerations
regarding the alignment limit, see, e.g., [68, 69]).
• Tree-level perturbative unitarity
Perturbative unitarity is achieved by demanding that the eigenvalues of the lowest
partial wave scattering matrices of the 2→ 2 processes in the scalar sector of the 2HDM,
10
at the tree level, remain below 16pi. This leads to the following constraints [11,12]:
|λ3 ± λ4| ≤ 16pi, (18)
|λ3 ± λ5| ≤ 16pi, (19)
|λ3 + 2λ4 ± 3λ5| ≤ 16pi, (20)∣∣∣∣12
(
λ1 + λ2 ±
√
(λ1 − λ2)2 + 4λ24
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16pi, (21)∣∣∣∣12
(
λ1 + λ2 ±
√
(λ1 − λ2)2 + 4λ25
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16pi, (22)∣∣∣∣12
(
3λ1 + 3λ2 ±
√
9 (λ1 − λ2)2 + 4 (2λ3 + λ4)2
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16pi. (23)
It should be noted that the above requirement of tree level perturbative unitarity,
limiting the maximum size of the given combinations of λi’s, also ensures indirectly
that the potential remains perturbative up to very high scales. Hence, in the present
paper we do not incorporate additional constraints from other alternative criteria to
require perturbativity that are based on limiting the size of the separate λi’s which
could be a priori more restrictive than the one applied here.
• Stability
First, we require the boundedness from below criterion. This criterion demands that
the potential does not go to minus infinity when the field values approach infinity. This
is fulfilled if the following conditions are satisfied [10,11,13]:
λ1 ≥ 0, (24)
λ2 ≥ 0, (25)
λ3 +
√
λ1λ2 ≥ 0, (26)
λ3 + λ4 − |λ5|+
√
λ1λ2 ≥ 0. (27)
Besides those inequalities, we will also demand that the minimum of the theory is a
global minimum of the potential that can be achieved if [13]
m212
(
m211 −m222
√
λ1
λ2
)(
tan β − 4
√
λ1
λ2
)
≥ 0. (28)
According to equations (7) to (11) the size of the triple couplings λi are closely related to
the size of the masses of the Higgs bosons and m212. In general, the size of the triple Higgs
couplings involving one h and two heavy Higgs bosons grow with the corresponding heavy
Higgs mass and, therefore, they can be large for large heavy masses, near the TeV scale.
Consequently, unitarity sets limits on the maximum allowed size of these large heavy masses,
as can be seen in Fig. 5. One finds that only in scenarios where the heavy masses are large
but nearly degenerate that these unitary bounds can be relaxed. The parameter m212 also
plays an important role in that concern. The plots on the right in Fig. 5 show that by setting
the value of this parameter to m212 = m
2
H cos
2 α/ tan β, a diagonal corridor opens up allowing
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Figure 5: Allowed areas in two selected Higgs masses of the 2HDM parameter space, delimited
by the theoretical constraints from unitarity (green areas), stability (red areas), and both together
(dotted areas), obtained from equations (18) to (28). The alignment limit is assumed and tanβ is
fixed to tanβ = 1.5 for scenario A (top plots) and scenario B (bottom plots). m212 is set to 0 (left
plots), 100000 GeV2 (middle plots) and m212 = m
2
H cos
2 α/ tanβ (right plots).
for larger values of these heavy masses above 1500 GeV and with a considerable splitting.
On the other hand, m212 enters with a negative sign in some of the stability conditions (Eqs.
(24) - (27)) and Eq. (28) imposes m212 ≥ 0. Therefore if m212 is large the Higgs boson masses
should be also large to compensate those negative contributions. In fact, setting m212 to large
values reduces considerably the allowed region by stability and shrinks it to the upper right
corner in these two dimensional mass plots. This reduces as well the intersection area with
the unitarity allowed region (dotted areas), as can be seen in the two plots in the middle with
m212 = 100000 GeV
2. Here λ1 plays an important role, as it contains a negative contribution
∝ m212 that grows with tan β, see Eq. (7). This can drive λ1 to negative values and yield
disagreement with the stability condition in Eq. (24). One way to minimize this effect on λ1
is to fix m212 such that the two last terms in Eq. (7) cancel each other. This condition leads
to the above commented equation allowing for the diagonal corridor in the right plots of
Fig. 5 where the intersection region (dotted area) is clearly expanded. Therefore, to enlarge
the allowed region by unitarity and stability in our forthcoming analysis we will consider
this as a special interesting case where to explore the maximum allowed size of the triple
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Higgs couplings. This condition on m212 has been considered previously [63] and can also be
translated into a condition on m¯2, using Eq. (12),
m212 =
m2H cos
2 α
tan β
, m¯2 =
m2H cos
2 α
sin2 β
. (29)
Regarding the comparison of the allowed regions for the two considered scenarios A and B,
we show in Fig. 5 some specific examples, for tan β = 1.5, where one can clearly see the
impact of m212 6= 0 and compare it with imposing Eq. (29). In the case when m212 = 0 (left)
all masses are allowed by stability but they are restricted by unitarity, and the final allowed
dotted region is, in scenario A, for masses mH± = mA . 1000 GeV and mH . 650 GeV and,
in scenario B, for masses roughly below 750 GeV. When m212 increases (center) the allowed
region by unitarity is similar to the previous situation, but due to the large value for m212, now
to get stability, the masses should be larger than approximately 500 GeV in both scenarios A
and B. The situation is completely different in the right plots where Eq. (29) is adopted. In
these cases masses can get very large values as well as m212 and also splitting between the
two free masses is allowed. This splitting stretches in both scenarios A and B as the masses
grow and the final allowed region by stability and unitarity is confined to a diagonal corridor
which is narrower in scenario B than in scenario A. It should be noted that in cases where
Eq. (29) is satisfied, in order to cope with the theoretical constraints scenario A demands
that mH± = mA ≥ mH and scenario B that mA ≥ mH± = mH . The allowed region by both
theoretical constraints in the left and center columns would dramatically shrink for a larger
value of tan β because of the size of λ1, but the right plots would remain similar. In some
sense, Eq. (29) gives an upper limit for m212 for large masses and large tan β.
4.3 Constraints from direct searches at colliders
The 95% confidence level exclusion limits of all important searches for BSM Higgs bosons are
included in the public code HiggsBounds v.5.3.2 [14–17], including Run 2 data from the
LHC. Given a set of theoretical predictions in a particular model, HiggsBounds determines
which is the most sensitive channel and determines, based on this most sensitive channel,
whether the point is allowed or not at the 95% CL. As input the code requires some specific
predictions from the model, like branching ratios or Higgs couplings, that we computed with
the help of the 2HDMC code (see Sect. 4.1). In Fig. 6 plotted in blue are shown the allowed
regions of the 2HDM in the (cβ−α, tan β) plane for the case where all the masses of the heavy
Higgs bosons are set to 650 GeV, i.e. in the simplest scenario C. In the upper (lower) row we
show the results for the 2HDM type I (II) with m212 = 0, 100000 GeV and set via Eq. (29) in
the left, middle and right column, respectively. The particular exclusion channel that sets a
bound limiting this blue region is specified with a Latin letter and corresponds to one of the
following channels:
(a) pp→ H → hh→ (bb¯)(τ+τ−) [18],
(b) pp→ H → hh→ (bb¯)(bb¯/τ+τ−/W+W−/γγ) [19],
(c) pp→ H → V V [20],
(d) pp→ H±tb→ (tb)tb [21],
(e) gg → A→ Zh→ (l+l−)(bb¯) [22],
(f) pp→ hX → γγX [23],
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Figure 6: Allowed regions of the 2HDM in the (cβ−α, tanβ) plane from BSM Higgs bosons
searches and direct measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs from HiggsBounds (blue regions) and
HiggsSignals (yellow regions) in scenario C with mH = mA = mH± = 650 GeV for Yukawa type I
(top) and II (bottom) and different values of m212. The dotted grey lines correspond to contours
with the same χ2 for the 125 GeV Higgs-boson rate measurements at the LHC as found in the SM.
(g) pp→ H → hh→ (bb¯)(bb¯) [24],
(h) pp→ H → τ+τ− [25],
(i) pp→ h→ ZZ → (l+l−)(l+l−) [26].
In broad terms, the 2HDM type I seems to be less constrained than type II by the searches
of heavy Higgs bosons. Both types have a lower bound on tan β ∼ 1.4 from channel (d),
whereas type II also has an upper bound given by channel (h). In type I negative values of
cβ−α are constrained by channels (a), (b) and (c) while for positive values the more relevant
channel is (e). On the other hand, in type II for a negative cβ−α channels (e) and (g) become
the most restrictive ones, and in the positive cβ−α region channel (i) is the most sensitive one.
It is also worth to notice that for m212 = 100000 GeV
2 (center plots) there are more
stringent bounds than in the other cases coming from channel (f) in type I and from channel
(g) in type II. This is an example of how m212 can be relevant in some situations when
the contributions from the scalar sector are important. Clearly, the experimental bounds
on BSM Higgs searches strongly depend on the masses of such particles, so the allowed
contours and the exclusion channels shown in Fig. 6 will change for a different value of the
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masses. In general, for smaller values of the input masses the parameter space would be more
constrained.
4.4 Constraints from the SM-like Higgs-boson properties
Any model beyond the SM has to accommodate the SM-like Higgs boson, with mass and
signal strengths as they were measured at the LHC [1–3]. In our scans the compatibility of
the CP-even scalar h with a mass of 125.09 GeV with the measurements of signal strengths at
Tevatron and LHC is checked with the code HiggsSignals v.2.2.3 [27, 28]. HiggsSignals
provides a statistical χ2 analysis of the SM-like Higgs-boson predictions of a certain model
compared to the measurement of Higgs-boson signal rates and masses from Tevatron and
LHC. Again, the predictions of the 2HDM have been obtained with the 2HDMC code. The
complete list of implemented experimental data can be found in Ref. [29]. Here and in our
posterior analysis we will require that for a parameter point of the 2HDM to be allowed, the
corresponding χ2 is within 2σ (∆χ2 = 6.18) from the SM fit: χ2SM = 43.6.
In Fig. 6 we present the results of HiggsSignals for scenario C with mH = mA = mH± =
650 GeV as a function of tan β and cβ−α, which are the most relevant parameters to determine
the couplings of the h boson to the SM particles. In yellow are shown the allowed regions from
HiggsSignals. (In blue are shown the allowed regions from HiggsBounds, as discussed in the
previous subsection). In this figure we show the contours from HiggsSignals corresponding
to a 1σ (dashed lines) and 2σ (solid lines) distance from the SM fit and the contours that
have the same fit as the SM (dotted grey lines). In consequence, the regions inside these
dotted grey lines have a better agreement with the experimental results that the SM. It can
be seen that the parameter space is strongly constrained for cβ−α to be close to the alignment
limit, such that h behaves sufficiently SM-like. In particular, the 2σ allowed region for the
Yukawa type II (bottom) is substantially smaller compared to type I (top). In particular for
type II, we find that negative values of cβ−α are very disfavored. The maximum deviation
from the alignment limit takes place for tan β ∼ 1, where values between cβ−α = 0.13 and
cβ−α = −0.03 can be found inside the 2σ region from the SM. However, as tan β increases the
model is forced to be very close to the alignment limit to agree with the experimental data.
This is caused by an enhancement of the coupling of h to b-quark (see Tab. 2). It should
be noted that in the type II fits a new allowed branch appears in the upper right part of
the plot which corresponds to ξdh = −1, known as the wrong sign Yukawa region. For type I
the constraints are weaker, specially for tan β > 3, where we can accommodate inside the 2σ
region values for cβ−α up to ±0.3. Fig. 6 also captures the role of m212 in the fits. In type I
m212 barely changes the fits for tan β . 3 region. However, the increment of m212 narrows the
1σ, 2σ contours around the alignment limit, notably for m212 = 100000 GeV
2 (upper center)
where the fit forces cβ−α ∼ 0 when tan β is large. In the case of type II the fits seems to
be roughly independent of m212, except again for m
2
12 = 100000 GeV
2 where the model is
completely outside the 2σ region for tan β > 25.
In addition, it can be seen that an extensive region exists for both types that gives a
better fit to the experimental data than the SM i.e. χ2 < χ2SM, even though for type I m
2
12 is
required to be different from zero. Such regions are expected due to the additional freedom
in the 2HDM to accommodate the LHC measurements. For the sake of completeness, we
would like to comment that the impact of mH , mA and mH± could be important for the fit
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when they are low, because only then they could give sizable contributions to the light Higgs
measurements, specially for the H boson.
Other recent studies from LHC data analysis [52–54], also set similar constraints on the
(cβ−α, tan β) plane, since these are the most relevant 2HDM parameters (entering the Higgs-
boson couplings) at the LHC. One of the main differences to our study is that, as emphasized
in the introduction, we have a strong focus on the role played by the m212 parameter, which
turns out to be relevant in our search of sizable triple Higgs couplings.
4.5 Constraints from flavor physics
Constraints from flavor physics have proven to be very significant in the 2HDM mainly
because of the presence of the charged Higgs boson. Various flavor observables like rare
B decays, B meson mixing parameters, BR(B → Xsγ), LEP constraints on Z decay partial
widths etc., which are sensitive to charged Higgs boson exchange, provide effective constraints
on the available parameter space [57,58]. Here we will take into account the decays B → Xsγ
and Bs → µ+µ−, which we find to be the most constraining ones and whose experimental
values are (we use the average from [45]):
BR(B → Xsγ) = (3.1± 1.1)× 10−4,
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) =
(
2.7 +0.6−0.5
)× 10−9.
We will set our bounds in the 2σ region from the central value according to the experimental
value.
In order to compute the theoretical predictions in the 2HDM we have used the public
code SuperIso [30, 31] with the model input given by 2HDMC. Moreover, we have included in
SuperIso the contributions to the Wilson coefficient CP from the Higgs-penguin diagrams,
that are missing in the public version and that can be relevant for the BR(Bs → µ+µ−)
prediction [32–34].
In Fig. 7 we present the allowed regions from the flavor constraints in the (mH± , tan β)
plane in the alignment limit for scenario C (all masses of BSM bosons degenerated) for
Yukawa types I (upper row) and II (lower row) for m212 = 0, 100000 GeV and set via Eq. (29)
in the left, middle and right column, respectively. We show the regions allowed by B → Xsγ
(pink areas) and by Bs → µ+µ− (teal areas). Dotted areas are the intersections of these two
allowed regions. The 2HDM contribution to the process B → Xsγ depends on the couplings
of the b and s quarks with the other u-type quarks through a charged Higgs boson. As
the Yukawa couplings of the charged Higgs bosons in the 2HDM scale like the ones of the
CP-odd Higgs boson, this coupling is given by a combination of ξu,dA (see Tab. 2) and the
quark masses. In the case of model type I those couplings are enhanced for large values of
cot β, in consequence the region of low tan β is forbidden in the top plots of Fig. 7 and softly
fades as the mass of the charged Higgs increases. On the contrary, in type II it is found a
well known tan β independent constraint of mH± > 500 GeV. The BSM contributions to
B → Xsγ are induced from the Yukawa coupling and therefore neither cβ−α or m212 affects
the bounds, as it can be seen in the figure. Focusing on Bs → µ+µ− one finds a similar
constraint for low tan β on both model types due to analogous arguments discussed before for
B → Xsγ. Nevertheless, in model type II there is a disallowed region for large tan β and low
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Figure 7: Allowed regions in the (mH± , tanβ) plane of the 2HDM for scenario C with mH =
mA = mH± and for Yukawa types I (upper row) and II (lower row) for m
2
12 = 0, 100000 GeV and
set via Eq. (29) in the left, middle and right column, respectively. The alignment limit, cβ−α = 0,
has been fixed. Pink areas are the allowed regions by B → Xsγ and teal areas those allowed by
Bs → µ+µ−. Dotted areas are the intersections of these two allowed regions.
masses. This is due to the contributions from the Higgs-penguin diagrams (mediated by H
and h) to the process Bs → µ+µ− which are sensitive to m212, via λHH+H− and λhH+H− from
the loops involving charged Higgs bosons, and that are enhanced at large tan β (see also [33]).
The largest effect from m212 on Bs → µ+µ− is from λHH+H− since the H-penguin diagram
goes as tan3 β, and this leads to relevant constraints in the large tan β and low mH+ region.
If, however, m212 is fixed to Eq. (29) and if the alignment limit is taken, then the coupling
λHH+H− vanishes and in consequence the Higgs penguins contributions are not large enough
to give a bound in that region.
5 Numerical results
In this section we analyze numerically which intervals (or extreme values) of the various triple
Higgs boson couplings are still allowed, taking into account all experimental and theoretical
constraints as discussed in Sect. 4. In the case of λhhh this will give a guideline to which
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collider option may be needed to perform a precise experimental determination. For the
triple Higgs couplings involving heavy Higgs bosons this will indicate in which processes large
effects, e.g. possibly enhanced production cross sections, can be expected due to large triple
Higgs couplings.
We perform our evaluation in both type I and type II models (and leave the other types
for future investigations). We start our exploration with the “simplest” scenario C, but later
also explore scenario A and B. In the headlines of our plots we indicate which type and
which scenario are chosen. The other parameters are chosen such as to maximize either the
deviations of λhhh from it SM value (where the plots below show κλ := λhhh/λSM), or to
maximize (positive or negative) the size of the triple Higgs couplings involving the heavy
Higgs bosons (where the plots below show the triple Higgs couplings as defined in Eq. (16)).
5.1 Scenario C
We start with scenario C, i.e. mH± = mH = mA
3, and mh = 125 GeV. In Fig. 8 we show
the (cβ−α, tan β) plane in the 2HDM type I, where m212 is fixed by Eq. (29) to maximize the
regions allowed by unitarity and stability of the potential, see Sect. 4.2. The common Higgs
boson mass scale is set to mH± = 1000 GeV. Dotted areas always refer to the intersections
of the allowed regions by the various analysis involved. The first three panels of Fig. 8(A)
indicate the restrictions from three sets of constraints. The upper left panel shows the areas
allowed by HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals, as discussed in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4. One can see
that a wide area roughly centered around cβ−α = 0 (i.e. the alignment limit) is allowed by
the direct BSM Higgs-boson searches as well as by the requirement that the Higgs-boson at
∼ 125 GeV is in agreement with the LHC rate measurements. The upper right plot shows
the constraints from flavor physics, as discussed in Sect. 4.5. Following the explanations
given there, in this realization of the type I scenario the two constraints result in lower limits
on tan β, where B → Xsγ gives the stronger constraint. The last set of constraints is given
in the middle left plot, showing the effects of requiring unitarity and stability of the potential
as discussed in Sect. 4.2. The middle right plot indicates the intersection set of the three
other panels. Being in scenario C the electroweak precision constraints, see Sect. 4.1 are
automatically fulfilled. In the (cβ−α,tan β) plane this intersection defining the total allowed
area starts at tan β ∼ 2 up to the highest investigated values, where we stopped at tan β = 50.
cβ−α = 0, is allowed for all tan β values, with a roughly triangular shape, extending up to
cβ−α ∼ 0.2.
The results for κλ = λhhh/λSM are presented in the lower plot of Fig. 8(A), with the total
allowed area discussed above being now marked by the bounding black solid line. The red
solid line indicates κλ ≡ 1. This is either the alignment limit for cβ−α = 0, or the “wrong
sign limit” in the upper right corner. For the latter, see the discussion in Sect. 4.4. The color
code shows the values reached by κλ. In the area allowed by all experimental and theoretical
constraints, values of κλ <∼ 1 are realized, going down to κλ ∼ −0.4 in the “tip” to the right
of the allowed area. The corresponding implications will be discussed in Sect. 5.4.
We now turn to the triple Higgs couplings involving at least one heavy Higgs boson. In
Fig. 8(B) we show the results for λhhH , λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H− in the upper left, upper right,
3Here and in the following we will denote this common mass as mH± .
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Figure 8: (A) Predictions for κλ = λhhh/λSM in the 2HDM type I, scenario C, for mH = mA = mH± =
1000 GeV and m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ) in the (cβ−α, tanβ) plane. Upper left plot: Allowed areas by direct
searches at colliders (blue), constraints from the SM-like Higgs boson properties (yellow) and both (dotted).
Upper right plot: Allowed areas by flavor physics from B → Xsγ (pink), Bs → µ+µ− (teal) and both (dotted).
Middle left plot: Allowed areas by the theoretical constraints from unitarity (green), stability (red) and both
(dotted). Middle right plot: Total allowed area (dotted). Lower big plot: Contour lines of κλ = λhhh/λSM.
Red contours correspond to κλ = 1. The thick solid contours is the boundary of the total allowed area.
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Figure 8: (B) Contour lines for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type I, scenario C, for mH = mA =
mH± = 1000 GeV and m
2
12 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ) in the (cβ−α, tanβ) plane. Upper left: λhhH , upper right:
λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− . The thick solid contour is as in Fig. 8(A).
lower left and lower right plot, respectively. As before, the area allowed by all experimental
and theoretical constraints is indicated by a black solid line, and the color code shows the
values reached by the triple Higgs couplings. In all four cases we find positive couplings with
the minimum values reached for cβ−α = 0. The larger values are found in the right edge of
the allowed area, with largest values (as in the case of λhhh) in the “tip” to the right of the
allowed area. λhhH is found to be larger around tan β ∼ 8 and cβ−α ∼ 0.1. The maximum
values found for the rest of the triple Higgs couplings in this case are λhHH ∼ 12, λhAA ∼ 12
and λhH+H− ∼ 24. It should be noted that here and in the following λhH+H− always reaches
the maximum values of all the considered triple Higgs boson couplings. The corresponding
phenomenological implications will be discussed in Sect. 5.4.
We continue the exploration of scenario C, type I in the (cβ−α,m212) plane for mH± =
mH = mA = 650 GeV and tan β = 7.5, as shown in Fig. 9. The sequence and the color coding
of the plots is the same as in Fig. 8. The overall allowed area is restricted, particularly by the
requirement of unitarity and stability, to be within a curved band around m212 = 55000 GeV
2,
ranging from cβ−α ∼ 0 to cβ−α ∼ 0.28. Here the purple solid line in the middle left plot
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Figure 9: (A) Predictions for κλ = λhhh/λSM in the 2HDM type I, scenario C, in the (cβ−α,m212) plane
for mH = mA = mH± = 650 GeV and tanβ = 7.5. The description of the allowed regions is as in Fig. 8(A).
Purple contour in the middle left plot satisfies the condition m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ).
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Figure 9: (B) Contour lines for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type I, scenario C, in the (cβ−α,m212)
plane for mH = mA = mH± = 650 GeV and tanβ = 7.5. Upper left: λhhH , upper right: λhHH , lower left:
λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− . The thick solid contour is as in Fig. 9(A).
indicates that Eq. (29) is satisfied. The lower plot in Fig. 9(A) presents the results for κλ,
which show a weak dependence on m212. Values of κλ ∼ 1 are found around cβ−α = 0 (as
required by the alignment limit), but also around cβ−α ∼ 0.26. The lowest value of κλ ∼ 0.5
is realized for cβ−α = 0.2, whereas the highest value of κλ ∼ 1.2 are found for cβ−α ∼ 0.28.
Contrary to the (cβ−α, tan β) plane shown in Fig. 8, we now also encounter values of κλ larger
than 1. However, these are realized for the largest departure of the alignment limit, and thus
will be under scrutiny by the next round of Higgs-boson rate measurements at the LHC.
The results for the triple Higgs couplings involving heavy Higgs bosons are shown in
Fig. 9(B), analogous to Fig. 8(B). As for λhhh the variation with m
2
12 (in the allowed interval)
is relatively small. The intervals found in this case are λhhH ∼ [−1, 0.3], λhHH ∼ [−0.3, 7],
λhAA ∼ [−0.3, 7] and λhH+H− ∼ [−0.5, 14]. It should be noted that due to the contribution
from m212 here these couplings can also be slightly negative. As before, the maximum of λhhH
is found for cβ−α ∼ 0.1 whereas for the other couplings, which can be of O(10), the largest
values are realized for the largest departure of the alignment limit, and thus will be under
scrutiny by the next round of Higgs-boson rate measurements at the LHC.
We finish our analysis of the scenario C, type I in Fig. 10, where we show the (cβ−α,mH =
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Figure 10: (A) Predictions for κλ = λhhh/λSM in the 2HDM type I, scenario C, in the (cβ−α,m) plane
with m = mH = mA = mH± , m
2
12 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ) and tanβ = 10. The description of the allowed
regions is as in Fig. 8(A).
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Figure 10: (B) Contour lines for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type I, scenario C, in the (cβ−α,m)
plane for m = mH = mA = mH± , m
2
12 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ) and tanβ = 10. Upper left: λhhH , upper right:
λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− . The thick solid contour is as in Fig. 10(A).
mA = mH±) plane, and where m
2
12 is fixed by Eq. (29) to maximize the regions allowed by
unitarity and stability of the potential, and with tan β = 10. The sequence and the color
coding of the plots is the same as in Fig. 8. The upper left plot in Fig. 8(A) shows the
areas allowed by HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals, as discussed in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4. The
HiggsBounds allowed area exhibits several spikes around mH = mA = mH± ∼ 400 GeV.
Here the exclusion bounds are stemming from the channel gg → A → Zh → ll¯ bb¯ [22],
which exhibits several “spikes” which we identified as due to statistical fluctuations in the
experimental limits. The overall allowed area now exhibits positive and negative values of
cβ−α for low mH± < 400 GeV. For larger masses only positive values are allowed, reaching
slightly above cβ−α ∼ 0.2.
The values that can be reached by κλ, as shown in the lower plot of Fig. 10(A), range
from κλ ∼ 0.07 for cβ−α ∼ 0.1 and large mH± close to 1200 GeV to about κλ ∼ 1.2 for the
largest allowed cβ−α values and mH± ∼ 300 GeV. The ranges reached by the triple Higgs
couplings involving at least one heavy Higgs boson, as shown in Fig. 10(B), are found to
be λhhH ∼ [−0.2, 1.6], λhHH ∼ [−0.2, 12], λhAA ∼ [−0.2, 12] and λhH+H− ∼ [−0.5, 24]. The
largest values of λhhH are found for cβ−α ∼ 0.1 and large mH± and for the rest are found on
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Figure 11: (A) Predictions for κλ = λhhh/λSM in the 2HDM type II, scenario C, in the (cβ−α,m212)
plane with mH = mA = mH± = 1100 GeV and tanβ = 0.9. The description of the allowed regions is as in
Fig. 8(A). Purple contour in the middle left plot satisfies the condition m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ).
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Figure 11: (B) Contour lines for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type II, scenario C, in the (cβ−α,m212)
plane for mH = mA = mH± = 1100 GeV, and tanβ = 0.9. Upper left: λhhH , upper right: λhHH , lower left:
λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− . The thick solid contour is as in Fig. 11(A).
the edge for larger cβ−α and mH± >∼ 800 GeV.
We finish our analysis of scenario C with the (cβ−α,m212) plane in the 2HDM type II for
mH = mA = mH± = 1000 GeV and tan β = 0.9, as presented in Fig. 11. The sequence of the
plots and the color coding are as in Fig. 9. The total allowed area is found, roughly between
cβ−α ∼ −0.05 and cβ−α <∼ 0.1, as well as m212 >∼ 2 · 105 GeV2 and m212 <∼ 6 · 105 GeV2.
The values that can be reached by κλ, as shown in the lower plot of Fig. 11(A), range
from κλ ∼ −1.0 for cβ−α ∼ 0.13 and low m212 to κλ = 1 for the alignment limit. The ranges
reached by the triple Higgs couplings involving at least one heavy Higgs boson, as shown
in Fig. 11(B), are found to be λhhH ∼ [−1, 1.4], λhHH ∼ [−0.2, 12], λhAA ∼ [−0.2, 12] and
λhH+H− ∼ [−0.4, 24]. Again negative values can be reached, due to the effects caused by
m212. The largest values for λhHH , λhH+H− and λhAA are found for the lowest allowed m
2
12
values, and are nearly independent on cβ−α. In contrast, λhhH shows dependence on both
variables where its maximum is found around m212 ∼ 400000 GeV2 and cβ−α ∼ 0.08 and its
minimum is found around m212 ∼ 550000 GeV2 and cβ−α ∼ −0.03. As for the 2HDM type I,
the phenomenological interpretation of these intervals will be given in Sect. 5.4.
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5.2 Scenario A
We continue our numerical investigation by relaxing the conditions for the heavy Higgs-boson
masses and evaluate the triple Higgs-boson couplings in scenario A, as defined in Sect. 4.1,
mA = mH± 6= mH4, and mh = 125 GeV.
In Fig. 12 we present the (mH± = mA,mH) plane with m
2
12 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tan β), to
maximize the parameter space allowed by unitarity and stability of the Higgs potential, and
cβ−α = 0.2 and tan β = 10. The upper two rows show the various constraints, with the same
color coding as in Fig. 8. One can see that the LHC searches and measurements, as well
as the flavor observables allow for the whole plane. Unitarity and stability roughly select
a square bounded from above by mH± ∼ mH ∼ 1000 GeV. The results for λhhh are not
explicitly shown, as they vary only very weakly in the chosen scenario. The values reached
are in the interval κλ ∼ [0.98, 1.02]. The lower two rows in Fig. 12 show the results for the
triple Higgs couplings involving at least one heavy Higgs boson. The upper left plot (of
the two lower rows) shows λhhH , which is independent of mH± . Lowest (highest) values are
reached for high (low) values of mH , following the analytic result in Eq. (33). They range
from 0.02 to -1.5.
The upper right plot depicts the results for λhHH , again independent of mH± . Here lowest
(highest) values are reached for low (high) values of mH , following the analytic result in
Eq. (35). For λhHH they range from 0.2 to 16. The lower row shows the results for λhAA
(left) and λhH+H− (right), which exhibit a similar behavior, see Eq. (37) and Eq. (39). The
values are nearly independent of mH , where lowest (highest) values are found for low (high)
mA = mH± . They range from 0 to 16 for λhAA, and from 0 to 32 for λhH+H− . As in Sect. 5.1
we leave the phenomenological discussion to Sect. 5.4.
Analogous results in the 2HDM type II are presented in Fig. 13, with the color codings
as in Fig. 12. As before m212 is fixed by m
2
12 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tan β). In order to maximize
the results for the triple Higgs couplings we have chosen cβ−α = 0.025 and tan β = 6.5. The
overall allowed region, as depicted in the upper two rows, can be found on the strip roughly
around the diagonal mH± = mA ∼ mH . The results for λhhh again vary only weakly in
this region, and are found in the interval κλ ∼ [0.8, 1]. The third row shows the results for
λhhH (left) and λhHH (right), which follow similar patterns and are independent of mH± , see
Eq. (33) and Eq. (35). Lowest (highest) values are found at low (high) mH , ranging from 0 to
1.25 for λhhH and from 0.15 to 3 for λhHH . The fourth row presents the results for λhAA (left)
and λhH+H− (right), which again follow similar patterns and are nearly independent of mH ,
see Eq. (37) and Eq. (39). The lowest values are found at the diagonal mH± = mA ∼ mH ,
whereas the highest values are found for the highest allowed mH± = mA > mH with a mass
splitting of about 250− 300 GeV. They range from 0.4 to 16 for λhAA and from 0.8 to 32 for
λhH+H− . The phenomenological implications are discussed in Sect. 5.4.
We finish our analysis in the scenario A with the 2HDM type II presented in Fig. 14,
with the color codings as in Fig. 12. In comparison with the previous analysis we have
chosen a relatively low value of tan β = 0.9, and fixed m212 = 100000 GeV
2, while for
cβ−α a relatively large value (for the 2HDM type II) of cβ−α = 0.05 was chosen. The
overall allowed region, as depicted in the upper two rows can be found roughly around
800 GeV < mH± = mA < 1100 GeV and mH between 500 GeV and 1000 GeV. As before,
4Here and in the following we will denote this common mass as mH± .
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Figure 12: Predictions for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type I, scenario A, in the (mH± = mA,mH)
plane with cβ−α = 0.2, tanβ = 10 and m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ). Upper four plots: allowed regions as in
Fig. 8(A). Third line left: λhhH , third line right: λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− .
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Figure 13: Predictions for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type II, scenario A, in the (mH± = mA,mH)
plane with cβ−α = 0.025, tanβ = 6.5 and m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ). Upper four plots: allowed regions as
in Fig. 8(A). Third line left: λhhH , third line right: λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− .
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2HDM type II, scenario A, m212 = 100000 GeV
2
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Figure 14: Predictions for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type II, scenario A, in the (mH± = mA,mH)
plane with cβ−α = 0.05, tanβ = 0.9 and m212 = 100000 GeV
2. Upper four plots: allowed regions as in
Fig. 8(A). Third line left: λhhH , third line right: λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− .
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the results for λhhh vary only weakly in this region, and it takes values for κλ ∼ 0.9 in the
whole plane. The third row shows the results for λhhH (left) and λhHH (right), and as before
both are independent of mH± , see Eq. (33) and Eq. (35). λhhH exhibits a small variation
between -0.14 to 0.23. λhHH , on the other hand, can reach very large values for large mH ,
and it is found to be in the range of 0.3 and 15. The fourth row presents the results for λhAA
(left) and λhH+H− (right), which again follow similar patterns and are independent of mH , see
Eq. (37) and Eq. (39). The lowest (highest) values are found at the lowest (highest) allowed
values for mH± = mA ∼ 800 (1100) GeV. They range from 8 to 16 for λhAA and from 16 to
32 for λhH+H− . The phenomenological implications are discussed in Sect. 5.4.
5.3 Scenario B
We finish our numerical investigation with the third scenario suggested by the electroweak
precision observables, scenario B, as defined in Sect. 4.1, mA 6= mH± = mH5, and mh =
125 GeV.
In Fig. 15 we present the (mH± = mH ,mA) plane with the other parameters chosen as in
the corresponding scenario A, with m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tan β) to maximize the parameter
space allowed by unitarity and stability of the Higgs potential, and for cβ−α = 0.2 and
tan β = 10. The upper two rows show the various constraints, with the same color coding as
in Fig. 8. Besides, in the upper left plot, where we indicate the regions allowed by the LHC
measurements, we also indicate the bound arising from the EWPO, see Fig. 4. While the
LHC measurements of the SM-like Higgs boson as well as the direct searches for BSM Higgs
bosons do not yield restrictions in the parameter space, the EWPO favor a broad region
roughly around the diagonal mH± = mH ∼ mA. As in the corresponding scenario A, unitarity
and stability roughly select a square bounded from above by mA ∼ mH ∼ 1000 GeV. The
results for λhhh are again not explicitly shown, as they vary only very weakly in the chosen
scenario. The values reached are in the interval κλ ∼ [0.98, 1.03]. The lower two rows in
Fig. 15 show the results for the triple Higgs couplings involving at least one heavy Higgs
boson. The upper left plot (of the two lower rows) shows λhhH , which is independent of
mA. Lower (higher) values are reached for high (low) values of mH± , following the analytic
result in Eq. (33). They range from -1.5 to 1. The upper right plot depicts the results for
λhHH , again independent of mA. Here, the lowest (highest) values are reached for the lowest
(highest) allowed values of mH± , following the analytic result in Eq. (35). For λhHH they
range from 0.2 to 15. The lower row shows the results for λhAA (left) and λhH+H− (right),
where the latter exhibits a similar behavior as λhHH , see Eq. (37) and Eq. (39). The values of
λhAA (λhH+H−) are nearly independent of mH± (mA), where the lowest (highest) values are
found for the lowest (highest) allowed values of mA (mH± = mH). They range from 0.2 to
16 for λhAA, and from 0.5 to 30 for λhH+H− . As in Sect. 5.1, we leave the phenomenological
discussion to Sect. 5.4.
The final scenario analyzed is scenario B analogous to the last example in scenario A as
presented in Fig. 15, with the color codings as in Fig. 12. As in scenario A we have chosen a
relatively low value of tan β = 0.9, and fixed m212 = 100000 GeV
2, while for cβ−α a relatively
large value (for the 2HDM type II) of cβ−α = 0.05 was chosen. The overall allowed region, as
5Here and in the following we will denote this common mass as mH± .
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2HDM type I, scenario B, m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ)
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Figure 15: Predictions for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type I, scenario B, in the (mH± = mH ,mA)
plane with cβ−α = 0.2, tanβ = 10 and m212 = (m
2
H cos
2 α)/(tanβ). Upper four plots: allowed regions as
in Fig. 8(A). The light blue lines in the upper left plot correspond to the 1σ (dashed) and 2sigma (solid)
allowed regions by the T parameter. Third line left: λhhH , third line right: λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower
right: λhH+H− .
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2HDM type II, scenario B, m212 = 100000 GeV
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Figure 16: Predictions for triple Higgs couplings in the 2HDM type II, scenario B, in the (mH± = mH ,mA)
plane with cβ−α = 0.05, tanβ = 0.9 and m212 = 100000 GeV
2. Upper four plots: allowed regions as in
Fig. 8(A). Third line left: λhhH , third line right: λhHH , lower left: λhAA, lower right: λhH+H− .
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depicted in the upper two rows can be found roughly around mH± = mH ∼ 900 GeV and
mA between 500 GeV and 1000 GeV, analogous to the corresponding scenario A. As before,
the results for λhhh vary only weakly in this region, and it leads to values of κλ ∼ 0.9 in the
whole plane. The lower two rows in Fig. 16 show the results for the triple Higgs couplings
involving at least one heavy Higgs boson. The upper left plot (of the two lower rows) shows
λhhH , which is independent of mA and varies only weakly in the parameter plane. Lower
(higher) values are reached for high (low) values of mH± , following the analytic result in
Eq. (33). They range from -0.14 to 0. The upper right plot depicts the results for λhHH , again
independent of mA. Here, the lowest (highest) values are reached for the lowest (highest)
allowed values of mH± , following the analytic result in Eq. (35). For λhHH they range from 8
to 15. The lower row shows the results for λhAA (left) and λhH+H− (right), where the latter
exhibits a similar behavior as λhHH , see Eq. (37) and Eq. (39). The values of λhAA (λhH+H−)
are independent of mH± (mA), where the lowest (highest) values are found for the lowest
(highest) allowed values of mA (mH± = mH). They range from 0.14 to 16 for λhAA, and from
15 to 30 for λhH+H− .
Finally, to close the numerical results section, we present in Tab. 3 some examples of
interesting configurations that maximize the size of the triple Higgs couplings. In the Yukawa
type I, all examples have tan β > 1 while for type II all the points are around tan β ∼ 1. This
is mainly due to the constraints from the LHC data, because it is easier to accommodate
a SM-like Higgs in those regions (see Sect. 4.3). In addition, particularly in type I, flavor
observables disallow low values of tan β. In type I we recover a larger allowed parameter region
by choosing m212 according to Eq. (29), especially for the larger values of tan β, which are
easier in conflict with the theoretical constraints, as we discussed in Sect. 4.2. Furthermore,
in type II the tight constraint from B → Xsγ that sets mH± >∼ 500 GeV should be also
satisfied. However, as we have discussed in the previous subsections, the main constraint that
prevent from obtaining large triple Higgs couplings are the theoretical constraints.
For both types, I and II, points with larger triple Higgs couplings are also the ones with
the heavier Higgs masses around 1 TeV (where we have not explored values above ∼ 1.6 TeV).
The only exception to this are λhhh and λhhH . In the case of λhhh in the alignment limit the
SM value is reproduced. On the other hand, λhhH is proportional to cβ−α, see Appendix A.
Consequently, their extrema are both found outside the alignment limit. As a consequence
those points are stronger tested and possibly “easier” excluded in the future by more precise
measurements. Overall, and particularly for type II, κλ is close to unity. While this does not
correspond to large enhancements of di-Higgs production, the deviations are still large enough
to be tested at future colliders, see Sect. 3. On the other hand, it is possible to find large
allowed values of couplings involving more than one heavy Higgs boson near the alignment
limit. Those triple Higgs couplings always have positive and large values for all scenarios A,
B and C. In fact, they can be larger in scenarios A and B due to the allowed splitting of two
of the masses, as we have seen in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3. In those cases, the larger mass is the
one of the Higgs boson that appears in the vertex. Overall, we find values of O(10), with the
maximum value corresponding to λhH+H− ∼ 30 in both type I and II.
In Tab. 3 we also include points with smaller Higgs masses that also yield interesting sizes
of the triple Higgs couplings. Due to the relatively smaller masses, these points are better
kinematically accessible. These last kind of points are presumably the easiest to probe at
future colliders. For these more moderate, but potentially more accessible masses, we find
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Yukawa type I
mH mA mH± tanβ cβ−α m212 κλ λhhH λhHH λhAA λhH+H−
750 750 750 5.5 0.25 Eq. (29) -0.4 0.4 7 6 12
1000 1000 1000 7.5 0.2 Eq. (29) -0.3 0.1 13 12 24
650 650 650 6.0 0.2 Eq. (29) 0.1 0.5 4 4 8
300 300 300 15.0 0.25 Eq. (29) 1.5 -0.6 2 2 5
400 400 400 12.5 0.2 12500 1.2 -0.4 3 3 6
600 600 600 10.0 0.2 Eq. (29) 1.0 -0.5 6 6 12
∗ 1500 1500 1500 2.0 -0.025 820000 0.8 -1.2 3 3 6
650 400 400 12.0 0.15 Eq. (29) 0.9 -0.3 6 2 4
300 600 600 2.5 0.1 5000 1.0 0.0 1 6 12
300 600 600 12.5 0.2 Eq. (29) 1.1 -0.2 2 6 12
∗ 700 1200 1200 2.0 0.0 Eq. (29) 1.0 0.0 0.0 16 32
700 1000 700 7.0 0.2 Eq. (29) 0.3 0.2 6 14 11
350 600 350 10.0 0.2 Eq. (29) 1.0 -0.1 2 6 4
600 350 600 10.0 0.2 Eq. (29) 1.0 -0.5 6 2 11
Yukawa type II
mH mA mH± tanβ cβ−α m212 κλ λhhH λhHH λhAA λhH+H−
1100 1100 1100 0.9 0.13 260000 -0.1 0.9 11 11 23
1500 1500 1500 0.8 0.05 775000 0.5 1.7 11 11 21
600 600 600 1.5 0.02 25000 1.0 0.0 5 5 10
1150 1000 1000 0.95 0.025 210000 1.0 0.1 15 10 19
400 600 600 1.5 0.04 10000 1.0 0.0 2 6 11
1350 1000 1350 0.9 0.05 460000 0.7 0.8 15 1 30
600 400 600 1.5 0.05 8000 1.0 -0.1 6 2 12
Table 3: Examples in the 2HDM for parameter inputs that present large size of some triple Higgs
couplings allowed by current constraints in the Yukawa type I (top table) and Yukawa type II
(bottom table). Values in bold are the ones that are close to the maximum deviation from the
SM for κλ and the absolute extremum for the other couplings found in our study. In each table,
horizontal lines distinguish between scenario C (top), scenario A (center) and scenario B (bottom)
defined in Sect. 4.1. The masses mH , mA and mH± are expressed in GeV and m
2
12 is expressed in
GeV2. Points marked with an asterisk (∗) are also allowed in type II.
triple Higgs couplings with half the size w.r.t. the maximum values.
5.4 Possible implications for future collider measurements
We now turn to the phenomenological implications of the allowed ranges found for the various
triple Higgs couplings, as discussed in the previous subsections. As an overall result we
find that the allowed intervals for the various triple Higgs couplings depend only weakly on
the chosen EWPO scenario A, B or C. However, the 2HDM type I exhibits a substantially
stronger variation in λhhh than type II. This is mostly owed to the larger allowed deviation
from the alignment limit, see Sects. 4.3, 4.4. In this section we will concentrate on the
anticipated impact of the triple Higgs couplings on the various di-Higgs production cross
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sections, where we leave a full phenomenological analysis for future work [70].
For λhhh we roughly find allowed intervals of [−0.5, 1.5] in the 2HDM type I and [0, 1] in
type II. While the production of two SM-like Higgs bosons, both at pp and at e+e− colliders
depends already at the tree-level on λhhh and λhhH , the dependence on λhhh is expected to
be substantially stronger due to the propagator suppression with the inverse of m2H of λhhH .
Consequently, over the possible parameter range of λhhh the HL-LHC is not expected to yield
a precision on κλ better than 35%, and a deviation from λhhh = 0 can not be established
better than ∼ 2σ. Comparing the HL-LHC to the ILC500, the HL-LHC performs better
(worse) than the ILC500 for κλ <∼ ( >∼ ) 0.5, where both intervals are still allowed in both
types of the 2HDM. In other words, the HL-LHC results in comparison with the ILC500
may look a bit better than anticipated for κλ = 1. However, in this comparison it must be
kept in mind that the HL-LHC analysis is based on the variation of the Higgs triple coupling
only, whereas for the ILC500 (at κλ = 1) it has been shown that the analysis holds also for
a variation of all Higgs-boson couplings within their anticipated experimental accuracies.
Furthermore, deviations below κλ ∼ 0.5 are realized for larger deviations from the alignment
limit and may thus be tested in the next round of Higgs rate measurements at the LHC.
Combining the ILC500 measurements with the final stage of the ILC1000, the Linear Collider
shows a substantially better result than the HL-LHC for all the allowed λhhh parameter space.
Only around a vanishing trilinear Higgs coupling similar precisions are anticipated (but the
above mentioned caveat of the differences in the HL-LHC and ILC analyses still holds).
The phenomenological implications of the allowed ranges for λhhH are twofold. This
coupling can enhance or suppress the contribution of the off-shell heavy Higgs in the hh
production, which, however, are generally suppressed as mentioned above. On the other
hand, a very large enhancement of this coupling would yield a relatively large cross section
for hH production. However, we find that large values of λhhH are not allowed taking all
existing experimental and theoretical constraints into account.
The triple Higgs couplings involving two heavy Higgs bosons, λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H−
can have a very strong impact on the heavy di-Higgs production and possibly facilitate the
discovery of such heavier Higgs bosons (see, e.g., [54,69]). Roughly independent of the EWPO
scenario and the 2HDM type, we find values of up to 15, 16 and 32, respectively. Here it
must be kept in mind that the larger values of a triple Higgs coupling of h to two heavy Higgs
bosons are realized for larger values of the respective heavy Higgs-boson mass. Consequently,
the effects of the large coupling and the heavy mass always go in opposite directions. A
detailed study will be left to future work [70].
6 Conclusions
An important task at future colliders is the measurement of the triple Higgs coupling λhhh.
Depending on its size relative to the SM value, certain collider options result in a higher
experimental accuracy. Similarly, large values of triple Higgs couplings involving heavy Higgs
bosons can lead to enhanced production cross sections of BSM Higgs bosons.
Within the framework of Two Higgs Doublet Models (2HDM) type I and II we investigate
the allowed ranges for all triple Higgs couplings involving at least one light, SM-like Higgs
boson. We take into account all relevant theoretical and experimental constraints. From the
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theory side these comprise unitarity, and stability conditions. From the experimental side we
require agreement with the direct BSM Higgs-boson searches, as well as with measurements
of the SM-like Higgs-boson rate as measured at the LHC. We furthermore require agreement
with flavor observables and electroweak precision data (where the T parameter plays the
most important role). In this context we investigate more extensively the dependence of
several of these constraints on the soft Z2-breaking parameter, m
2
12. Here we find that large
values of this parameter can affect notably the allowed parameter space, especially in the
region of large tan β.
For theoretical constraints m212 plays a key role: lower (higher) values are favored by
the tree-level stability (unitarity) constraint, and the size of the intersection region is thus
controlled by m212. Thus, to enlarge the allowed region by both unitarity and stability we
have used Eq. (29) on several occasions.
Regarding the experimental constraints, BSM Higgs boson searches and measurements of
the 125 GeV Higgs boson at the LHC can also be sensitive to the effects of m212 in the scalar
sector such like the h → γγ decay (via the hH+H− vertex) or the production of a heavy
BSM boson that decays to two 125 GeV Higgs bosons, specially in the range of low masses.
On the other hand, the triple Higgs couplings λhH+H− and λHH+H− also enter in the 2HDM
prediction for Bs → µ+µ− via the h and H Higgs penguins contributions with charged Higgs
bosons in the loops, and they can be relevant (see also [33]). The largest effect from m212 in
Bs → µ+µ− is due to λHH+H− in the region of large tan β and low mH± and, therefore, this
region is correspondingly constrained by the Bs → µ+µ− data.
Based on a parameter scan we investigated several mass and parameter planes. We
demanded agreement with the above given constraints and evaluated the maximum and
minimum values of the various triple Higgs couplings. For the SM-type triple Higgs coupling
w.r.t. its SM value, κλ = λhhh/λSM, we roughly find allowed intervals of [−0.5, 1.5] in the
2HDM type I and [0, 1] in type II. The production of two SM-like Higgs bosons, both at
pp and at e+e− colliders depends already at the tree-level strongly on λhhh. Consequently,
over the possible parameter range of λhhh the HL-LHC is not expected to yield a precision
on κλ better than 35%, and a deviation from λhhh = 0 can not be established better than
∼ 2σ. Comparing the HL-LHC to the ILC500, the HL-LHC performs better (worse) than
the ILC500 for κλ <∼ ( >∼ ) 0.5. Combining the ILC500 measurements with the final stage of
the ILC1000, the Linear Collider shows a substantially better result than the HL-LHC for all
the values of λhhh in the allowed intervals that we have found.
The production of two light Higgs bosons can also depend on λhhH in the 2HDM. In this
case, the prediction in the alignment limit is λhhH = 0, but here we reach the maximum
(minimum) value around cβ−α = ±0.05. We find that the total allowed interval of this
coupling is [−1.4, 1.5] for type I and [−1.6, 1.8] for type II.
Concerning the triple Higgs couplings involving two heavy 2HDM Higgs bosons, we find
large allowed values for both 2HDM type I and II. For λhHH , λhAA and λhH+H− we find
maximum values of up to 15, 16 and 32, respectively. These triple Higgs couplings can have a
very strong impact on the heavy di-Higgs production at pp and e+e− colliders. Large coupling
values can possibly facilitate the discovery of such heavier Higgs bosons. However, it must
be kept in mind that the larger values of triple Higgs couplings of h with two heavy Higgs
bosons are realized for larger values of the respective heavy Higgs-boson mass. Consequently,
the effects of the large coupling and the heavy mass always go in opposite directions. A
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detailed analysis of the various production cross sections will be analyzed elsewhere [70].
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A Feynman Rules
In this appendix we present the Feynman rules, obtained with the Mathematica package [71],
of the considered triple Higgs couplings in the λi basis, defined in Eq. (4), and in the physical
basis, defined in Eq. (13). The relation of these Feynman rules with the dimensionless
couplings λhhihj that have been studied in this work is given in Eq. (16).
h
h
h
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λi basis:
= 3iv
{
λ1cβs
3
α − λ2c3αsβ + (λ3 + λ4 + λ5)
(
c2αcβsα − cαs2αsβ
)}
. (30)
Physical basis:
= −3i
v
{
m2hs
3
β−α +
(
3m2h − 2m¯2
)
c2β−αsβ−α + 2 cot 2β
(
m2h − m¯2
)
c3β−α
}
. (31)
h
H
h
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="vMF0Z4vtc9 XbZViCFemYyee 5nFU=">AAADNX icbVJNj9MwEH XC16Z8deHIxaK L1CJaJeUAEqq0 Epc9LhLdXSmNq okzaawmcWQ7C yXqf+DXwBH+Bg duiCsXfgBOKFX TZU4zb57fjJ8 dFilX2nW/Wfa1 6zdu3jpwOrfv3 L13v3v44EyJUj KcMpEKeRGCwp TnONVcp3hRSIQ sTPE8XL6u++eX KBUX+Vu9KjDI YJHzmDPQBpofW oNZiAueV5ovPx Sc6VLiuuNswBh XeQb52v83YtK HQdBxnJnR1Pie mpJWR8nR+tUO6 Eu+SPRExBQC2 g8HrR6E4hLplh EaBqs1TvY0Qkz FuzYv2pnlOGbJ iMNCQva0MkC9 yXBI/QhUglEzt 12zwbOatg9HDV xrzjCPtjfuNF XLlHm3547cJuj VxNskPbKJ03n3 9ywSrMww1ywFp XzPLXRQgdScp UZwViosgC1hgb 5Jc8hQBVXzpmv 6JBaS6gRpU+9 yK8iUWmWh4WSg E7Xfq8H/9fxSx y+DiudFqTFnhm J6cZlSLWj9NW jEJTKdrkwCTHK zJWUJSGDafKCW EhNZAXrijcyt g8al4dY4Y5O3b 8rV5Gw88p6Pxm /GveP+xrAD8og 8Jn3ikRfkmJy QUzIlzPpofbK+ WF/tz/Z3+4f98 y/VtjZnHpJW2 L/+APAE+B8=</ latexit>
38
λi basis:
= −iv
{
3λ1cαcβs
2
α + 3λ2c
2
αsαsβ + (λ3 + λ4 + λ5)
(
c3αcβ − 2c2αsαsβ − 2cαcβs2α + s3αsβ
)}
.
(32)
Physical basis:
=
icβ−α
v
{(
2m2h +m
2
H − 4m¯2
)
s2β−α + 2 cot 2β
(
2m2h +m
2
H − 3m¯2
)
sβ−αcβ−α
− (2m2h +m2H − 2m¯2) c2β−α}. (33)
h
H
H
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="TEp3PMIIgc iRiQYT/CSxtnx IMu4=">AAADNX icbVLLjtMwFH XCa1JeHViyseg gtYhWSVmAhCqN xGaWg0RnRkqj6 sa5aawmcWQ7A yXqP/A1sITfYM EOsWXDB+CEUjU d7urec06Or08 cFilX2nW/Wfa1 6zdu3jpwOrfv3 L13v3v44EyJUj KcMpEKeRGCwp TnONVcp3hRSIQ sTPE8XL6u+fNL lIqL/K1eFRhk sMh5zBloA80Pr cEsxAXPK82XHw rOdClx3XE2YIy rPIN87f87YtK HQdBxnJnx1Pie mpFWR8nR+tUO6 Eu+SPRExBQC2 g8HLQ5CcYl0qw iNgtUeJ3seIab iXVsX7egcxywZ cVhIyJ5WBqg3 GQ6pH4FKMGrOb c9s8KyW7cNRA9 eeM8yj7Y07zd QKZd7tuSO3KXq 18TZNj2zqdN79 PYsEKzPMNUtBK d9zCx1UIDVnq TGclQoLYEtYoG /aHDJUQdX80zV 9EgtJdYK0mXe 1FWRKrbLQaDLQ idrnavB/nF/q+ GVQ8bwoNebMSA wXlynVgtZPg0 ZcItPpyjTAJDd bUpaABKbNA2o5 MZEVoCfeyNw6 aFIaboMzMXn7o VxtzsYj7/lo/G bcO+5vAjsgj8h j0iceeUGOyQk 5JVPCrI/WJ+uL 9dX+bH+3f9g// 0pta/PNQ9Iq+ 9cfrCT3/w==</ latexit>
λi basis:
= iv
{
3λ1c
2
αcβsα − 3λ2cαs2αsβ + (λ3 + λ4 + λ5)
(−c3αsβ − 2c2αcβsα + 2cαs2αsβ + cβs3α)}.
(34)
Physical basis:
= −isβ−α
v
{(
m2h + 2m
2
H − 2m¯2
)
s2β−α + 2 cot 2β
(
m2h + 2m
2
H − 3m¯2
)
cβ−αsβ−α
− (m2h + 2m2H − 4m¯2) c2β−α}. (35)
h
A
A
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="f0ZmnPAsBx i17AQ9PpeBukd 484c=">AAADNX icbVLLjtMwFH XCa1JeHViyseg gtYhWSVmAhCoN YsNykOjMSGlU3 Tg3jdUkjmxno ET9B74GlvAbLN ghtmz4AJxQqqb DXd17zsnx9Yn DIuVKu+43y75y 9dr1GwdO5+at2 3fudg/vnSpRSo ZTJlIhz0NQmP Icp5rrFM8LiZC FKZ6Fy1c1f3aB UnGRv9WrAoMM FjmPOQNtoPmhN ZiFuOB5pfnyQ8 GZLiWuO84GjHG VZ5Cv/X9HTPo wCDqOMzOeGt9T M9LqKDlav9gBf ckXiZ6ImEJA+ +GgxUEoLpBuFa FRsNrj5Z5HiKl 419ZFOzrHMUtG HBYSsseVAepN hkPqR6ASjJpz2 zMbPKll+3DUwL XnDPNoe+NOM7 VCmXd77shtil5 uvE3TI5s6mXd/ zyLBygxzzVJQy vfcQgcVSM1Za gxnpcIC2BIW6J s2hwxVUDX/dE0 fxUJSnSBt5l1 tBZlSqyw0mgx0 ova5Gvwf55c6f h5UPC9KjTkzEs PFZUq1oPXToB GXyHS6Mg0wyc2 WlCUggWnzgFpO TGQF6Ik3MrcO mpSG2+BMTN5+K Jeb0/HIezoavx n3jvubwA7IA/K Q9IlHnpFj8pq ckClh1kfrk/XF +mp/tr/bP+yff 6W2tfnmPmmV/ esPjVr38Q==</ latexit>
λi basis:
= iv
{
λ1cβsαs
2
β − λ2cαc2βsβ + (λ3 + λ4)
(
c3βsα − cαs3β
)
+ λ5
(−c3βsα + 2cαc2βsβ − 2cβsαs2β + cαs3β)}.
(36)
Physical basis:
= − i
v
{(
m2h + 2m
2
A − 2m¯2
)
sβ−α + 2 cot 2β
(
m2h − m¯2
)
cβ−α
}
. (37)
39
hH+
H <latexi t sha1_base64 ="yhKMk1Dk/R n3jgRRo0EKr1I x83A=">AAADOX icbVLLbtNAFB 2bVx0eTWHJZkS KlACJ4rAACUWq xKbLIpG2kmOi6 /F1PIo9tmbGh WDlL/gaWMJPsG SH2MIHMHZCVKf c1b3nHJ+5czx BnnClh8Pvln3t +o2bt/ac1u07d +/ttw/un6qskA wnLEsyeR6Awo QLnGiuEzzPJUI aJHgWLF5X/NkF SsUz8VYvc/RT mAsecQbaQLMDq z8NcM5FqfniY8 6ZLiSuWs4GjHA pUhAr798R4y7 0/JbjTI2nxg/U jLQ8jA9Xry6Bn uTzWI+ziIJPu 0GvwUGQXSDdKg KjYJXH8bunOy4 BJtn7pjJcK/tr peOYRUMOcwnp k9IA1Tb9PvVCU DGG9dnNmfWeVb JdOKzhynOKIt zeulVPjWBm7c5 wMKyLXm3cTdMh mzqZtf9Mw4wVK QrNElDKc4e59 kuQmrPEGE4LhT mwBczRM62AFJV f1v91RR9HmaQ 6RlrPl7UlpEot 08BoUtCx2uUq8 H+cV+jopV9ykR caBTMSw0VFQn VGq+dBQy6R6WR pGmCSmy0pi0EC 0+YRNZxYluag x+7A3NqvU+pvg zMxubuhXG1ORw P3+WD0ZtQ56m4 C2yMPySPSJS5 5QY7IMTkhE8Ks T9Zn66v1zf5i/ 7B/2r/WUtvaf POANMr+/Rd2eP k7</latexit>
λi basis:
= iv
{
λ1cβsαs
2
β − λ2cαc2βsβ + λ3
(
c3βsα − cαs3β
)
+ (λ4 + λ5)
(
cαc
2
βsβ − cβsαs2β
)}
. (38)
Physical basis:
= − i
v
{(
m2h + 2m
2
H± − 2m¯2
)
sβ−α + 2 cot 2β
(
m2h − m¯2
)
cβ−α
}
. (39)
40
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